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I was delighted to be given this mini music speaker to review… I love my music, in fact my

whole family does and I am sometimes overruled as to what we are going to listen to. So

to be able to listen to my favourite music wherever I wanted to and to hear it clearly was

exciting.

The speaker arrived in a teeny box with a little suede cover to protect it within. It was so

small I really thought the sound I would get from it wouldn’t be up to much and probably

sound tinny, something I have found in the past. How wrong I was, after quickly reading

the instructions and ‘plugging’ into my iPad with the USB cable – beautiful clear music

resounded in my living room, so clear, and fairly loud you would think I was playing

through our main expensive wall speakers.

In fact my little girl came running through as she was excited to see the tiny little white

speaker sitting there producing all this sound. There was no vibration, no tinniness, no

jarring – it was fab clear and not too much base.



The speaker only weighs 95g and has approx up to 12 hours of playback time. You can

also put in a mini sd-card (up to 32GB) and play your stored music from there and there is

even a radio, although reception wasn’t brilliant you could still hear it clearly enough.

What a fantastic design, small enough to fit in your handbag if you were going out for the

day and fancied a little music along the way. I love this product, easy to use, fantastic

sound, robust quality and definitely a portable speaker I would highly recommend. The

one I have is the DOLCE design, and there are others in the collection, this is lovely

though, nice pearl white colour and perfect size.

We would like to give this fantastic speaker 4.5 out of 5!

Dimension 63mm x 63mm x 51mm (Closed Resonator)

Net Weight 95g

Speaker Magnetically Shielded 40mm ( 4 Ohms )

Speaker Output 2W

Frequency Response 80 Hz – 20 kHz

Signal to Noise Ratio > 75 dB

Distortion < 3%

Line-in Playback Time Up to 12 hours

MicroSD Playback Time Up to 5 hours

Battery Capacity 650 mAh

Battery Charging Voltage 5V @ < 1000mA

Battery Charge Time Minimum of 2.5 hours

Storage Capacity Supporting up to 32GB MicroSD Card

Playback Format MP3

FM Frequency Range 88 MHz – 108 MHz (European Standard)

FM Radio Playback Time Up to 8 hours

Rating: 4.5/5

For more information visit www.on-music.net.


